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Note

Value Added per Worker, Capital Accumulation,
and Technical Progress

HOON HlAN TECK*

Within the context of industrial restructuring, it is not uncQmmon to use terms

,such as 'higher value-added per worker', or 'low or high value added activities', and
'high technology' industries. The present note attempts to use the theoretical work in
the field of international trade to sharpen our understanding of the relationships
among the concepts of value added per worker, capital accumulation, and technical
progress. We show that for a large country, capital accumulation raises the real value
added per worker in both industries. With neutral technical progress occurring in the
L-intensive industry, it is possible for the terms of trade effect to lead to a decline in
real labour productivity.

I. INTRODUCTION

Within the context of industrial restructuring, it is not uncommon to use
terms such as 'higher value added per worker', or 'low or high value added aCtivities',
and 'high-technology industries'. Generally, it is suggested that the low value added
activities should be phased out while policies should be aimed at attracting the high
value added activities and high-technology industries into the economy. To date,
however, no formal application has been made of the theoretical work in the field of
international trade to sharpen our understanding of the relationships among the
concepts of value added per worker, capital accumulation and technical progress. It is
this task that the present not~ aims to fulfIl.

In Section II, we analyze, within the context of the Hecksher-Ohlin-Samuelson
model, the relationships between value added per worker and capital accumulation
on the one hand, and value.added per worker and technical progress,on the other.l
Section III concludes the note.

"'The author is Senior Tuitor of Economic at the Department of Economics and Statistics,
National University of Singapore. The paper has benefited from comments by Prof. Ronold
Jones. Any errors and omissions are, however, solely the author's responsibility.

1We will consider only neutral technical progress in the present note.
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VALUEADDEDPER WORKER,CAPITALACCUMULAnON,
ANDNEUTRAL TECHNICALPROGRESS

In what follows, we assume there are two tradable goods, X (clothing) and Y

(electronics), and two factors, K (capital) and L (labour). Let X be L-intensive,and Y
be K-intensive. There are constant returns to scale in the production of both goods,
and there is no factor intensity reversal.

Now,-by national income accounting, the total value added, say, in industry X,
is equal to the value of final goods produced in industry X, and also equal to the
total returns to factors of production K and L, employed in the industry. We may
write

n.
However, if the growing economy is large, so that it is able to influence world

prices,p may in fact rise. Then, by Equation (3),2

aaLj = aaLj aw < 0
dP aw ap

(2)

By Equation (1), va unambiguously rises. va may, however, fall since the relative
. x y

price of good X, p, has risen. A necessary and sufficient condition for vay to rise is

8ky ay > 1, where °kj is capital's distributive share in industry j, and ayOky - Okx
is the elasticity of substitution between capital and labour in industry Y,3 ,4.A value
of ay ~ 1 is, however, sufficient to ensure the improvement in the real labour
productivity of labour in industry Y.

Next, consider the effect of neutral technical progress occurring in industry X
(L-intensive).By Equation (4).5

1
va = - = W + Rk

x aLx x
1

va =- = W+Rk
y paL yy

vaj = Value added per worker in industry j, (j =x, y) measured in units
of good X;

aLj = Labour requirements per unit of output j, (j = x,y);

kj = Capital/labour ratio in industry j, ( j = x,y);
W = Real wagesmeasured in units of good X;

R = Rental rates measured in units of good X; and'
p

p = Relativepriceof goodX, ~ .
Py

By virtue of the fact that we are assumingconstant returns to scale, the input-

output coefficients (aiP i = K,L; j = x,y) are solely dependent upon the prevailing
wage/rental ratio, w, and technical progress (which we assume to be neutral), t. On
the other hand, the wage/rental ratio is dependent upon the relative piice of good X,

p, as well as technical progress. Hence, we may write the following two equations:
da.. aa., aw

.::::.Jl =.:...::.Jl.

dp aw
da.. aa..

~=.:...::.Jl.
dt at

(1)

where

daL . aaLjJ = - +
dt at

oaLj aw- +-
aw at

<0

ap
aa..

+ .:...::.Jl.
aw

(3)

Hence, if the economy is small, va must unambiguously rise. The labour-outputx
coefficient declines both on account of the technical progress, as well as the rise in

wage/rental ratio (required to maintain commodity price ratio), vay also unambi-
guously rises.

If the country is able to influence world prices, it is conceivable that p may fall
sufficiently to cause real value.added per worker in the growing industry to decline -

just like immiserizing growth. The necessary and sufficient condition for this to

occur in industry X is somewhat more complicated, supposing that T(xmeasures the

aw

at
(4)

~L' aw daL'2-' < 0, - > O,sothat-' < 0,
aw ap dp

3We let' -, denote proportionate change.- -fJ
4va rises if and only if p + 0L y < O.But°LY = ky oy P.

Y fJky - fJkx
fJ

when jJ > 0, va rises if and only if kv oy> 1However, since the coefficient of oy is > 1,
y fJky - fJkx

a sufficient condition for va to rise is that oy ;;;.1.Y
~ L ' aaL ' aw daL '

5 -.:..:Jd.<0, ~ < 0, -> 0, sothat ...:::Jd<0.
at aw at dt

Now, suppose that capital accumulation occurs in this economy. By the
Rybczynski theorem, industry Y (K-intensive)expands while industry X (L-intensive)
declines, both relatively and absolutely. If the economy faces given prices, the
Optimal input-output coefficients remain unchanged so that va and va remainx y
unchanged. However, workers from the L-intensive industry have shifted into the
K-intensive industry so that the national weighted averagevalue added per worker
must rise.
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relative amount of Hick's neutral technical progress, (see Jones, 1965), vax falls if
and only if

I

1
1+-

p < - 8kx

8ky - 8kx j

1r 6
ax x

Finally, suppose that neutral technical progress occurs in industry Y (K-
intensive). Then, it is not clear whether the labour-output coefficient will rise or
fall.7 It depends upon the relative strengths of the fIrst and second terms in Equation
(4), which now take opposite signs. That is, while the labour-output coefficient in
industry Y declines by virtue of neutral technical progress occurring, the decline in
the wage/ rental ratio (require<ito maintain the same commodity terms of trade)
leads to an increase in the labour-output ratio.

The real value-added per worker in industry X will,nevertheless,unambiguous-
ly decline since labour has become relatively cheaper. Hence, ne'utral technical
progress in the K-intensive industry can hurt the real labour productivity in the L-
intensive industry.

III. CONCLUSIONS

Within the 2X2X2 model, we showed that in the process of capital accumula-
tion, the national weighted average level of real value.added per worker rises - a
result that follows from the Rybczynski (1955) theorem. If the country is large,
however, there is presumption for the real value-addedper worker in the L-intensive
industry to rise.

With neutral technical progress occurring in the L-intensive industry, tht: real
value added per worker in both the K- and L. intensive industries will rise. For a
large country, however, it is conceivable that the terms of trade effect may lead to a
declinein the value..addedper worker in the growing industry.

-8 .
6vax fallsif and only if tlLx > O.ButQLx - kx ax (p + 1rx)- 1rx'

8ky-8kx

Hence, vax falls if and only if p < _
I
' + ~ ax

.

.
I.

.1rx.

8ky-8kx.

aaL' aa . aU)'While--L < 0, and---1t.l < 0,- < o.
at aU) at
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